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Summary

In a total of 71 subjects (19 controls, 24 patients with non-pancreatic gastrointestinal disease, and 27 patients with pancreatic disease) an oral pancreatic function test using N-benzoyl-L-tyrosyl-PABA (BT-PABA) was performed with simultaneous determination of the serum para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA). Urinary excretion of PABA was significantly less (p<0.001) in patients with chronic pancreatitis (n=12) and pancreatic carcinoma (n=10) than in controls and in patients with non-pancreatic disease. The serum concentration curve in patients with chronic pancreatitis was significantly flattened (p<0.001) compared with that of the control group and the patients with non-pancreatic gastrointestinal disease. The discrimination between the controls and the patients with chronic pancreatitis was best at 120 minutes after administration of BT-PABA (lower limit of normal: 2.8 µg/ml). The results of our study show that determination of PABA serum concentration two hours after administration of BT-PABA is as valuable an index of pancreatic function as the urinary excretion of PABA.

The oral pancreatic function test using N-benzoyl-L-tyrosyl-para-aminobenzoic acid (BT-PABA) has proved to be a simple and reliable test in detecting moderate to severe exocrine pancreatic insufficiency. In over 900 patients and controls tested we found a sensitivity of 85% for chronic pancreatitis and a specificity of 90%, which correlates well with the data from other European studies.6-8 In our experience, however, the value of the test depends to a large extent on a correctly conducted urinary collection. In some patients, particularly in elderly, severe debilitated patients, those with urological disorders, and in children, an inaccurate collection of urine will invalidate the results of the test.

It has recently become possible to measure the PABA in the serum after administration of BT-PABA. The serum concentration profile of PABA in patients with exocrine pancreatic insufficiency was shown to be significantly lower than that found in healthy controls.6-8 The data are, however, too few to allow any conclusion on the value of the procedure; and furthermore, methodology of pancreatic function test used in the studies varied from one group of investigators to another. Determination of PABA in the serum instead of urine could represent an alternative pancreatic function test procedure in patients in whom urinary collection is expected to be unreliable. It was the aim of this study to examine the value of the serum determination of PABA in comparison with the urinary PABA excretion in healthy controls, in patients with extra-abdominal pathology, and with non-pancreatic, gastrointestinal diseases as well as in patients with pancreatic diseases, especially exocrine pancreatic insufficiency.

Methods

Patients

Oral pancreatic function tests with determination of PABA in the urine and serum were carried out in a total of 71 patients and controls between 1981 and 1982.

Controls

The control group consisted of 10 healthy volunteers (seven men and three women), aged 24 to 29 years, and nine patients of the outpatient department (six men and nine women), aged 19 to 65 years, with extra-abdominal disease, but without organic disease of the gastrointestinal tract. Patients with evidence of renal disease were excluded.

Patients with non-pancreatic gastrointestinal disease

Twenty four patients (12 men and 12 women), aged
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22 to 79 years, with various gastrointestinal complaints were examined. Five patients had liver and biliary tract disease, eight having had gastric resection, 11 gastrointestinal diseases including inflammatory bowel disease (two), adult coeliac disease (two), diarrhoea (one), gastric polyposis (one), functional gastrointestinal disorders (five). All of these patients underwent thorough clinical and laboratory investigations to exclude pancreatic disease. If found necessary, sonotomography (n=10), ERCP (n=5), computerised tomography (n=2), and Lundh test (n=3) were performed in addition.

Patients with pancreatic diseases
Twenty seven patients (17 men and 10 women), aged 32 to 87 years, with disease of the pancreas were included in the study. Five patients had acute relapsing pancreatitis, 12 chronic pancreatitis, and 10 pancreatic carcinoma. The diagnosis of acute pancreatitis was based on the patient's history, clinical signs, and raised serum amylase and/or lipase. The criteria of the diagnosis of chronic pancreatitis were as used before.9

The diagnosis of carcinoma of the pancreas was verified either by surgery or at necropsy in all patients.

Renal function was assessed by the serum creatinine level which was measured in all patients except the healthy volunteers, one out of the nine patients with extra-abdominal diseases, and three out of the 24 patients with non-pancreatic gastrointestinal diseases. All values were within normal limits.

Oral pancreatic function test
BT-PABA (PFT Roche) was given in the form of three tablets each containing 333 mg of the peptide together with a breakfast consisting of one roll, 10 g of butter, jam, and 200 ml of tea. During the first hour, the patients were encouraged to drink an additional 400 ml of water or tea to ensure sufficient diuresis, and after four to five hours a lunch was allowed. The urine was collected in a single specimen over six hours, during which time blood samples of 10 ml were taken every hour. The blood was centrifuged and the serum frozen at −20°C. Before administration of BT-PABA, control urine was collected for one hour and a fasting blood sample was also taken (control value).

Determination of PABA in urine and serum
The PABA in the urine was determined according to the Bratton-Marshall method following hydrolysis with 30% hydrochloric acid for one hour at 100°C.10 The results were expressed as the amount of PABA excreted in the urine during six hours as percentage of the administered dose – that is, of 340 mg PABA. According to previous studies, 50% urinary PABA excretion within six hours was taken as lower limit of normal.9

The determination of PABA in the serum was preceded by deproteinisation of the serum samples: 1 ml serum was mixed with 2 ml 10% trichloroacetic acid and centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was collected in a 5 ml Erlenmaier dish. The sediment was resuspended in 1 ml 10% trichloroacetic acid and subsequently centrifuged. This procedure was performed twice. The supernatant was then added to the contents of the Erlenmaier dish. Finally, 10% trichloroacetic acid was added to the supernatant up to a total of 5 ml. After deproteinisation, 2 ml of the supernatant were incubated with 0-2 ml 30% hydrochloric acid for one hour at 100°C. Subsequent to the hydrolysis the concentration of para-aminobenzoic acid was determined photometrically by the Bratton-Marshall method at 546 nm wavelength. The measurement of the extinction was taken against the control serum sample treated the same way and multiplied with a correction factor (2-6666) to obtain the extinction per millilitre of serum. By means of a standard calibration curve, the concentration of para-aminobenzoic acid in the serum was expressed in μg/ml. Intra-assay variation was 1-6% (n=6) and interassay variation 7-4% (n=4).

Statistical analysis
Results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Student's t test for paired and unpaired data was used to test for differences of the means. Regression analysis was performed according to Remington and Shork.11

Results
Six hour urinary excretion of PABA
The patients with chronic pancreatitis and carcinoma of the pancreas excreted significantly less PABA than the controls (p<0-001) as shown in Table 1. There was no significant difference between the urinary excretion of PABA in patients with acute pancreatitis or non-pancreatic gastrointestinal disease and that in the controls.

Serum concentration of PABA
Controls
The mean serum PABA concentrations over a period of up to 360 minutes in the 19 controls are shown in Table 2. A peak concentration of 4-8±1-1 µg/ml was reached at 180 minutes. In comparison with the patients with chronic pancreatitis and
pancreatic carcinoma. discrimination was best at 120 minutes after administration of the peptide (Fig. 1).
Assuming a log normal distribution for the control data at 120 minutes, the lower limit of normal was calculated as meanlog + 2 SDlog resulting in 2.75 µg/ml, which was fixed at 2.8 µg/ml for practical reasons. The individual PABA serum concentrations at 120 minutes and the urinary six hour excretion of PABA are shown in Fig. 2.

One control patient with exercise induced asthma had a serum PABA concentration of 2.5 µg/ml, just below the lower limit of normal (Fig. 2). The PABA excretion in the urine in this patient, however, was normal (75.3%). Another control patient had an abnormally low urinary excretion (31.7%) but his serum PABA concentration was normal (6.1 µg/ml). In this latter patient, an incorrect urinary collection was suspected because of language difficulty. Both patients had no signs or symptoms of pancreatic disease.

Patients with non-pancreatic gastrointestinal disease
The serum concentration curve of PABA followed the pattern of that of the controls closely, there being no significant difference between the two (Fig. 1). In this group of 24 patients, one patient with irritable colon had an abnormal serum value of 2.1 µg/ml but had a normal urinary PABA excretion (60.6%) (Fig. 2). Four patients with normal PABA serum concentration showed urinary PABA excretion below the normal range. One of these patients suffered from an anastomotic ulcer after Billroth II gastric resection and also had prostatic hypertrophy with retention of urine, the other three had posthepatic cirrhosis, Billroth I gastric resection, and total gastric resection respectively.

Patients with pancreatic disease
In the five patients who had an acute pancreatitis, their mean serum PABA values were slightly lower than those of the controls, but the differences were not statistically significant (Table 2).
In contrast with patients with acute pancreatitis and with controls, the serum concentration curve of the patients with chronic pancreatitis was considerably flattened with a delayed, low peak concentration (2.4±0.9 µg/ml) occurring at 300 minutes. The PABA concentrations at 60, 120, 180, and 240 minutes were significantly lower than the corresponding values of the control group (p<0.01–0.001; Fig. 1). In all 12 patients with chronic pancreatitis, the serum PABA concentration was abnormally low at 120 minutes (Fig. 2).

In the 10 patients with pancreatic carcinoma, the rate of increase in serum PABA concentrations was also significantly lower than that of the controls, and a peak concentration (4.8±2.3 µg/ml) was reached at 300 minutes (Fig. 1). In two of the patients with pancreatic carcinoma, the serum PABA values at 120 minutes and urinary PABA excretion were normal.

Discussion
The oral pancreatic function test with measurement of urinary PABA excretion has proved to be a simple and reliable diagnostic test in pancreatic disease, especially in chronic pancreatitis.1-5 9 In our experience, however, as well as those of others, the test is of no value if the urinary collection is...
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Fig. 1  PABA serum concentration at various specific times after administration of BT-PABA in controls (n=19), patients with non-pancreatic gastrointestinal diseases (n=24), chronic pancreatitis (n=12), and pancreatic carcinoma (n=10).

incorrect either because of lack of cooperation or inability of the patient to collect the urine correctly.

As expected, the mean urinary PABA excretion was significantly less in patients with chronic pancreatitis and pancreatic carcinoma compared with the controls and with patients with non-pancreatic gastrointestinal diseases. Similarly, the serum PABA profile was flattened in chronic pancreatitis. In patients with pancreatic carcinoma, the slope of the curve was also significantly lower, the same peak concentration was reached as in the control group, but was delayed until 300 minutes.

Fig. 2  PABA serum concentration 120 minutes after administration of BT-PABA in comparison with six hour PABA excretions in controls (n=19), patients with non-pancreatic gastrointestinal diseases (n=24), chronic pancreatitis (n=12), and pancreatic carcinoma (n=10).
All 12 patients with chronic pancreatitis had an abnormally low serum PABA concentration, while 11 out of 12 (92%) had an abnormal urinary PABA excretion. In eight out of the 10 patients with pancreatic carcinoma, the serum PABA concentration was below normal (80%), and in seven of these 10 patients (70%) the urinary excretion was also abnormal. These results are close to the sensitivity previously reported for the standard pancreatic function test. On the other hand, 18 of 19 controls (95%) and 23 of 24 patients with non-pancreatic disease (96%) had normal serum PABA concentrations, while urinary PABA excretion was normal in 18 of 19 controls (95%) and 21 of 24 patients (87%) respectively.

The results thus show that determination of PABA serum concentration at two hours after administration of BT-PABA is as valuable an index of exocrine pancreatic function as the urinary PABA excretion. Furthermore, this will exclude those false positive (abnormally low) results caused by faulty urine collection.

The determination of PABA in the serum can therefore be recommended in all those patients in whom urinary collection is impossible or its reliability dubious. It has been proved recently to be valuable in children also.12 Fasting blood samples and a two-hour blood sample after BT-PABA administration appear to be sufficient. It must, however, be realised that the pancreatic function test with determination of the serum PABA is a more invasive procedure than the classical urinary pancreatic function test and the measurement of serum PABA more fastidious than that of urinary PABA.

The question as to whether the serum PABA is superior in accuracy to that of the urinary excretion cannot be resolved by the results of the limited number of patients investigated. There appears to be a trend in favour of the former, however, especially with regard to specificity as reported by others.6-8

According to our results, a combination of both the PABA serum concentration and PABA urinary excretion will increase the diagnostic value of the pancreatic function test. If the combined pancreatic function test can be taken as normal when only one of the criteria is within the normal limits, then all of our controls and patients with non-pancreatic gastrointestinal disease had a normal pancreatic function test, while 11 of 12 patients with chronic pancreatitis and seven of 10 with pancreatic carcinoma had an abnormal test. The combination therefore increases the specificity without decreasing the sensitivity of the pancreatic function test below that of the urinary PABA excretion alone. Further prospective investigation will help verify the validity of this conclusion.
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